Belchertown Opioid Awareness Group
October 31, 2016 Meeting

Attendees: Archie Archible, Kevin Pacunas, Phyllis Ducomb, Craig Bodamer, Kim Dion, Jill Panto

Discussion surrounded expanding awareness.

Would “The Sentinel” publish a monthly column from our group?

Should we hold a Community Panel Discussion with a handful of experts? At BHS?

Have TV5 do short psa’s or interviews on various topics related?

Veterans’ access to care of lack of access was discussed briefly as a possible topic.

Action Items:

- Kevin to contact Amy Henderson about a guest column.
- Reach out to Peg and Lew re: TV5
- Schedule a Panel Discussion

Topics:
KP - The good Samaritan law as pertains to calling 911 for an overdose situation and Section 35
AA - Veterans’ access to care.
CB - Narcan...what is it? How does it work? What does it do?
KD - Harm Reduction and MAT
JP - Parental support
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